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Title word cross-reference

2 [KPSL10, KHJK13, LPR06]. 3
[AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPJ16,
GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17,
JDR08, KPSL10, LDDR18, Lav09, OR04,
Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06].
K [KDK+16].

[BM05, EM05a, Fer05].

2000 [Vic05]. 2001 [SCS05]. 2002 [HR05b]. 2003 [BS05a, GLT05a]. 2004 [vdD05a].

2019 [HC19]. 20s [KVE16].

Abstract [SNW16, ZZ13]. Abstraction
[SGHL+19], abstractions [MMS13].
Acceleration [RKS16]. accelerations
[BSPB10]. acoustic [FR08, LZG+13].
Across [AONB17, TGJ08]. Acting
[JOY+18]. action [BSW10, ECOG11,
NAB+11, ZNWK12, ZAAC12].
action-based [ZNWK12]. Actions
[NP15, NOSS17, KWSS08]. activation
[DKR+05]. activation-based [DKR+05].
activations [VSCM12]. active [TSRD07].
activity [BWG12], actual [RFR09].
Adaptation [RBC14]. Adaptive
[BMB19, LFM12]. addressing [GTAE04].
Adjustment [JWA19, JDKN18]. Adult
[JAA+16]. advantages [WWA11].


Button [KBL14].

Calibration [KSLM15, MTCT+07, WKM+17, DCR06, KCT09]. camera [SMI06]. Can [FKM17, RBV05, RSPA+06]. Case [GFD+15]. Categorization [BCS17, VSWB07]. Caudell [MPC05]. Caused [HO15]. causes [KB+13].


Child [JAA+16]. Children [SNW16].


Comments [Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, SCS05, WK05b, vD05a, GLT05a, HR05b, MPC05, Vic05]. Communication [AONB17, SXCS15]. Comparative [BMB19, DK19, HBM+14, TMM17, AMR06]. Comparing [NCV10, OAD+12].

Comparison [BYB18, GATM18, GLT06b, KCK+18, SNW16, SB12]. Compensating [SXCS15]. complex [VCR08]. complexity [HMO09]. Components [CKWB06, RLV+10]. Composite [TLS+15].

composites [FHC04]. Composition [WKM+15, WKM+17, LME10].

Comprehension [BGK17]. comprehensive [Bar05a, compressed [SM106].

computation [TGJ08]. Computational [FR10, ZYX+17, BGL+08, PI08].

Computer [DCRS15, FWN+14, HBF16, SGH+19, VCA16, SDW05, SII04, WBC+07].

computer-aided-drawing [SDW05].

Computer-Assisted [DCRS15].

Computer-Generated [FWN+14, HBF16, SGH+19, WBC+07].

concurrent [MB04]. Conditions [BYB18].

conferences [KW05]. configuration [BS05b]. Consequences [ZB17].

considerations [NCSG11]. Constancy [BSPH18, CWT+05]. Constant [Ste15].

Consumer [VCA16]. Consumer-Grade [VCA16]. contact [SAB07, WH08].

Content [BFSV16, RLR+08]. Context [KLP+19, EPO11]. contingent [MDT09, WMA12]. Contrast [MGBV16, MI07, MMS06].

Contribution [AWR18]. Contributions [RM16]. Control [KHH17, APP07, BOK10, KPAA10, LPO09].

D [AW15, AWR18, BSW10, BSHW14, EBPJ16, GLT05b, GVC+17, HOH15, HAHG17, JDR08, KPSL10, KHJK13, LPR06, LDDR18, Lav09, OR04, Ste15, SK16, VSKL17, WPDH14, WBNF06]. Data [BMGC05, BH17, FBT05, NW08, Bar05b, FBT05, HDH10, LME10, MP09]. data-driven [HDH10]. datasets [HR05a]. Day [KRV+14]. Day-for-Night [KRV+14].

Drawing [PD17, SDW05]. Drawings [CPVC19]. driven [HDH10]. Driving [BBE16]. During [EBPJ16, BSHW14, FFW07, FCH*07, GTA04, JWB12, LAE09, MGVM16, VSCM12]. Dynamic [APLR17, JWA19, KFSN16, EML13, LSRS10, MMS06, NCVW10, RDLTS04].

earcon [MB04]. earcons [MB04]. edges [ACMS10]. Editing [VHBO14]. Editorial [Int06, MB10, PK07, RB04, RB08, Rus05, Tho07, BO09, CRM09, FL09, HE05].

Editors [IG15]. Editors-in-Chief [IG15]. Edwards [EM05a]. EEG [MGM12].

Eeg [HHNOP19, NP15, RO09, SXCS15, ZHRM15, AJML13, CWT*05, MJH*09, PJN*11].

Effectiveness [KWSS08, PW10, ZCRTW12]. Effects [BBE16, JLS*17, KMH*19, KSLM15, LKTH06, LWK18, MR18, NW08, NZG*11, RRW*16, SM10, SWA14, EPO11, GTA04, KTCR09, WCCRT09]. efficacity [LPO09]. efficient [LZG*13].

Ego-centric [LLBM15, RBCK12]. Elastic [AJML13].

Elasticity [AJML13]. electro [WMA12].

electro-ocular-graph-based [WMA12].

Electromyographic [NJS06]. Electrostatic [IOY19]. embodied [SBR07].

Embodiment [KSLM15]. Embodiments [AONB17]. Emotion [GFD*15, MJM*09].

Emotional [WKM*15, NTKA12].

Emotionally [WKM*17]. Emotions [ZHRM15, GEMA13].

Empirical [EBPJ16, VA05, BSW010]. employing [MRT*10]. Emulating [ECOG11].

Enabling [SGS*11]. encoded [WMS08].

Engine [PMS17]. enhance [RVSP09].

Enhanced [HAHG17, BC05, Bref05].

Enhancement [ABK*15, M107].

Enhancing [KSM*05, PCK08, ZAAC12].

enough [ONS12]. entities [SMS13].

Entropy [KDS*15, ZZ13]. Environment [AL15, GATM18, JOY*18, RSM*15, APP07, LSRS10, MTCCR*07, MRT*10, RPH10, WBN*11].

Environments [BSHW14, BYB18, EBPJ16, HHO05, JKB17, LR1B15, RBC14, RRW*16, SXCS15, BB13, BSVD10, FFW07, FCH*07, FLKB07, GNP*10, HBW11, JWB12, KSB*13, KCRT08, LPO09, LBWP07, MBCW10, MC05, NAB*11, NZG*11, PK07, PI08, PKCR05, RBCK12, SCRTW05, SAB07, SGS*11, WCCRT09, WNW*07].

error [LPO09]. errors [RO09]. estimating [RDLTS04]. Estimation [BYB18, FLKB07, LSL17, RLHL16, GDBP13, GNP*10, LXXB10, NW08, RLH*08]. Estimations [RLHL16].

Evaluating [APK15, AK16, BGK17, HHO05, HCKH16, KPSL10, KLY*07, LCC15, MJH*09, RLW*10, WBCB08, ZCRTW12, BMGC05].

Evaluation [BMB19, BM05, EML13].

EBPJ16, JDR08, LPT*06, MLK*06, MR18, RTSC18, VGBF10, VHC08, WBC14, WBC*07, WBN*11, YZL*17, AR08, BBD*09, BC05, DFZ*05, HJ07, HDH10, LME10, SGF*10]. evaluations [NCVW10].

evaluative [WPN11].

Evidence [WAH*15].

EvoFIT [FHC04].

Evoked [KWI09, MAYKM13].

evolutionary [FHC04].

Example [CSUN05, KHH17]. Example-Based [CSUN05, KHH17].

Expect [SB12]. experiences [VSCM12].

Experiment [RPH10]. Experimental [ARAP*18, WK05A].

Experiments [OR04, GB08, WMVO05].

Experts [DCRS15]. exploiting [HCS10].

Exploration [Ste15].

exploratory [CWB10].

Explore [HBW11, WBN*11].

Exploring [AZ10, Fer19, MCN06, NOS17, ZHRM15].

Exposure [SWA14]. Expressibility [AONB17].

expressionism [SMO*10].

Expressions [CKWB05, NP15, GEMA13, KWI09, WBC*07, WBCB08]. Expressive [ZMM19, MDR10].

Expressiveness [DCRS15].

extended [ZLO13]. Extension
Fabric [KHH17]. Face
[FWN+14, NP15, VCA16, ZC06, BS06, OAD+12, PJJ+11, SB12, ZLO13]. faces
[BGL+08, TGJ08]. Facial
[CKWX14, CKW05, HCKM16, NP15, FHC04, KW09, NJS06, SB12, VSCM12, WBC+07, WBC08]. Facilitate
[AK+15, AC11]. facilitated [RFR09].
facialization [BGW11]. factors [RSPA+06].
False [AK16]. familiarity [ZLO13]. fast
[ONS12]. faster [LZG+13].
faster-than-real-time [LZG+13].
feasibility [LPHL05]. Feature
[BH17, GBA17, WKM+17, ZLO+19, CKW06].
Features-Based [GBA17].
Feedback [ARAP+18, EPB16, KBL14, PTP14, AZ10, KL06, LKTH06, LBWP07]. feedback-controlled [LBWP07].

Fernström [Fer05]. Fidelity
[APK15, HCS10, MCN06, RMT+10]. Field
[CKAD18, JKB17, WRHS18, ZO+15, LPR06, NAB+11, WCCRT09].
Field-of-View [JKB17]. Film
[WAH+15, CST+10]. Films [BH17]. Filter
[Fau17]. Filtering [WRHS18]. finger
[TSRD07]. First [DFZ+05]. Fixations
[PHRE15, KVJG10, MP09, SMS13]. fixed
[LPO09]. FixTag [MP09]. flow [PW10].

Flowers [FTB05]. Focal [KDK+16]. Foot
[JSCR+15, SBKB05]. Force
[ARAP+18, CWT+05, PTP14, BSH+06, DFZ+05, KL06, LKTH06, VGBF10]. force-feedback [KL06, LKTH06]. forward
[BSGB10]. foundations [FRC10]. foveal
[TGT+09]. Foveated [APL17, WRHS18].
Framework [WAH+15]. Frame-Rate [WAH+15]. framework
[APK15, AK16, KYL+07, SDBRC13]. **Head**
[JWA19, JKB17, LCC15, LLBM15, MD05, WRHS18, JWB12, LAE09, RPH10, WCCRT09, ZNWK12]. **Head-Mounted**
[LLBM15, MD05, WRHS18, JWA19, WCCRT09, ZNWK12]. **Head-Worn**
[JKB17]. **Heading**
[APP07, KBL+06]. **Heads**
[CMR+05]. **Height**
[LLBM15]. **held**
[AAM08]. **Hermann**
[HR05b]. **Hero**
[KHW+15]. **heuristics**
[BSW10]. **High**
[APLR17, KDCM15, EML13, HCS10, HR05a, MMS06, NCVW10]. **high-dimensional**
[HR05a]. **High-Dynamic-Range**
[APLR17, EML13]. **high-fidelity**
[HCS10]. **High-Level**
[KDCM15]. **Higher**
[WAH+15]. **Highlighting**
[KM17]. **HMD**
[BYB18, KTCR09, LRB15]. **HMD-Based**
[BYB18, LRB15]. **HMDs**
[LWK18]. **holes**
[LBT08, VVHV10]. **holistic**
[FHC04]. **Horizon**
[MD05]. **HTC**
[KCS17, KKC19]. **HTTP**
[BMB19]. **HTTP-based**
[BMB19]. **Human**
[ASG+18, DK19, FWN+14, KMH+19, KM17, KVD19, LDDR18, NOSS17, SK18, SNW16, TVR+11, DKR+05, ECOG11, HJO+10, JSG09, KVJG10, LZG+13, SI04, TJL+11, VGBF10]. **Human-inspired**
[TVR+11]. **Human-Machine**
[KM17]. **Human-Perceived**
[LDDR18]. **Human-Robot**
[SK18]. **Humans**
[ZHRM15, ZMM19, OAD+12, SB12]. **Hybrid**
[MDT09]. **Hypothesis**
[CXZ14]. **ICAD**
[Bar05a, BM05, Bre05, BS05a, EM05a, Fer05, FTB05, GLL05a, HR05b, MPC05, SCS05, Vic05, WK05b, vD05a]. **Icons**
[S18]. **Identification**
[BFSV16, HBF16, HJ07, NW08, TSRD07]. **Identifying**
[BOK10, TGJ08, MP09]. **II**
[LKTH06]. **illumination**
[DCR06, HFJS09, LXXB10, YCK+09]. **Illusion**
[Kaw19, RVH+19, AR08, RVSP09]. **Illustrations**
[SGHL+19]. **Image**
[AW15, BFP16, FB05, NG06, PMS17, RNLH16, LAE09, MDT09, RLH+08, RLV+10, SDBRC13, SLW+11, TGT+09, WMS08]. **image-processing**
[RLV+10]. **Image-Quality**
[RNLH16]. **image/model**
[MDT09]. **image/model-based**
[MDT09]. **imagery**
[McN06, ONS12]. **Images**
[ABK+15, CSUN05, DK19, FWN+14, GBA17, Kaw19, MMS05, TCGC19, AJML13, DCN+06, MI07, MMS06, MO09a, NCVW10, SDBRC13, SM06, WP10]. **Imaging**
[APLR17, FHC04]. **Immersive**
[EBPJ16, GATM18, JOY+18, KSLM15, JWB12, KS12, KCRT08, LSRS10, MBCW10, MO05]. **Impact**
[KHKP15, WTWN16, MM13]. **Impaired**
[RL17, DKR+05]. **Impairments**
[BPFP16]. **Implications**
[GMT09]. **implicit**
[HMS09]. **importance**
[BAMB13]. **Important**
[ZMM19]. **Impressionism**
[SBO+10]. **Inconsistencies**
[TLS+15]. **Inconsistent**
[KMH+19]. **Index**
[LZL+18]. **indicators**
[SCRTW05, ZCRTW12]. **indirect**
[YCK+09]. **Individual**
[DCRS15, RNLH16, ZCRTW12]. **Inconsistent**
[MDT09]. **Indoor**
[RL17]. **Induced**
[LZL+18, RVSP09]. **Industry**
[ASG+18]. **Inertial**
[SK18]. **Influence**
[CKAD18, FKM17, LZL17, RSM+15, SS19, VS17, BSH+06, NTK12, RSPA+06, YCK+09]. **Influences**
[HCKH16, MGM16, BB13]. **Information**
[BSH+06, FSG09, KPSL10, VCR08, VSWB07, YBC13]. **information-theoretic**
[FSG09]. **infrared**
[KWI09]. **Initial**
[KVE16]. **Insights**
[AMR06]. **inspired**
[TVR+11]. **Integrating**
[AC11]. **integration**
[FCH+07]. **Intelligent**
[WKM+17]. **Intensity**
[NP15]. **Intentions**
[KHW+15, MDR10]. **Interaction**
[EBPJ16, MSHLR16, VSKL17, SI04]. **Interactions**
[KBL14]. **Interactive**
[HHNP19, KHH17, Ste15, AASH+12, PI08, PI08,
Interference [VCA16, AZ10, GMT09].


interpolating [SLW+11]. Interpolation [RLH+08].

Interpretation-based [RLH+08].

Interventions [ABK+15]. Introduction [BT16, GS13, HC19, KMS15, MS12, RK18].


Jitter [JDKN18]. Joint [JOY+18, SK18, SM+13, TSRD07].

joint-angle [TSRD07], JPEG [SMI06].

Judging [DCRS15]. Judgments [LWK18, LRB15, KTCR09, KMHO13, SAB07, WC09, ZNKK12].

Keep [JWA19]. kinematics [WMVO05].

Kramer [WK05b].

Lamps [KFSN16]. language [TVT+11, YB04].

Latency [APL17, BBE16]. lateral [DFZ+05, LPHL05]. Laughter [NP15].

LDR [SDBRC13]. Lead [AAM08].

Lead-me [AAM08]. Learning [RVB13, DMR+05, GBLR10, KS12, KWS08, YB04, ZAAC12]. learns [KS12].

Ledge [LRB15]. less [KBP+13]. Level [FB05, KDCM15, PDZ05]. level-of-detail [PDZ05].

Light [KPD19, LWK18, VSKL17].

Light-Material [VSKL17]. Lighting [TLS+15, BAM13, NCVW10, TGJ08].


liquid [vdD05b]. listeners [RPH10].

Looking [PHE15]. Low [FB05].

Low-Level [FB05]. LSB [WMS08].

LSB-encoded [WMS08]. luminographs [MO09b].

Machine [KM17, SNW16]. Magnitude [HCKH16, VGBF10]. Make [KFSN16].


Manipulation [SK18, FM05, NVW13].

Manipulations [LLBM15].

Manufacturing [ASG+18]. map [ZAAC12].

Mapped [GBA17]. Mapping [BSH14, AG06, GB08]. Mappings [WK05a]. Maps [AK16]. Marking [KW05].

masking [Lav09]. Mass [SK18]. Material [BSC17, VSKL17, BSVD10, HJ07].


Means [PTP14]. Measure [LDDR18, HSM09, LBD09]. Measurement [LZL+18, GNP+10, KBL+06, KW10].

measures [McM06]. Measuring [ZLO13].


Mesures [GVC+17, Lav09]. Message [IG15].

metaphors [WK05a, WK05b]. Method

Natural [RM16, SVHS06, TGT+09, VSWB07, WMS08, WP10]. natural-image [TGT+09]. Naturalness [KVDE19].


Proposed [AK16].

BSVV10, WCCRT09. Proxemics [LSRS10, KS12], proximal [RTPG11], proximal-distal [RTPG11]. Pseudophy.


Qualities [BOK10]. Quality [BPFP16, BMB19, DK19, GBA17, GVC+17, KBL14, PMS17, RNLH16, SGH+19, VSKL17, NCVW10, RLI+08, RLV+10, SM106]. Quantifying [MRT+10, SGH+19, WP10]. Quantity [MW15]. queries [WB04].

race [PJC+11]. radiologist [AMR06]. Range [APR17, EML13, MMS06, NCVW10]. ranking [SVHS06]. rapid [WB04]. Rate [WAH+15]. ratings [CKWB06]. Ratio [IOYK19]. Reaches [RSM+15]. Reaching [EBPJ16]. reading [BWG12, GTAE04]. reading-related [GTAE04]. Real [ASG+18, Can09, EBPJ16, FK19, LF12, FFW07, GNP+10, LGZ+13, McNo6, NAB+11, NCVW10, ONS12, PK07, PKCR05, SCRTW05, SGF+10, WBC+07, WNW+07]. Real-time [LFM12]. Real-world [Can09, FK19, WBC07]. Realism [FWN+14, BB13, ENC+08, WBCB08]. Realistic [CMR+05, VHB014]. Reality [ASG+18, APLK17, AL15, JLS+17, KCK+18, KKC19, KSLM15, RVH+19, RM16, ZMM19, APP07, AG06, HFJSS09, KS12, KWSS08, KMH13, MBCW10, ONS12, RSPA+06, RVSP09, RVB13, SDW05, WAEG06].


Remote [RL17]. Rendering [APR17, JWA19, RTSW18, BGW11, BAMB13, BBD+09, HCS10, HDH10, JSG09, KUL+07, MDT09, NCSCG11, PDZ05, PW10, PGA+07, KLO6]. replication [RM12]. representation [LPEP12]. representations [BS06, WNW+07].


Roughness [IOYK19, KL06, LA09, LTH06]. Row [HAHG17]. Row-Interleaved [HAHG17]. Rules [RNLH16].

saccade [WMA12]. Saccadic [RKS16]. Salience [SS19, NTKA12]. Saliency [HJOO05, KDCM15, LGZ+13, FSG09, HJO+10, KVJG10]. Saliency-maximized [LGZ+13]. sample [GBP13]. Sampling
[BCD15, HAHG17, ONS12]. SAP
[BT16, GS13, HC19, KMS15, MS12, RK18]. Scale [JSCR+15, NZG+11]. scaling
[CWB10]. Scatterplots [Ste15]. scenario
[BGW11, RO09]. Scene [JWB12, MGM16, RM16, TCGC19, AC11, EPO11, MB04]. Scene-motion [JWB12]. Scenes
[TLS+15, ENC+08, NCVW10, SVHS06, VSWB07, WP10]. schema [MRT+10]. schools [SMO+10]. science [KW05]. scientific
[Bar05b]. Scopotic [KRV+14]. Screen [CKAD18, JSG09]. Screen-space [JSG09]. Screens [ZB17]. Search
[BSHW14, KM17, MBG09, AMR06, BJK13, TVR+11, VCR08]. Searches [SS19]. searching [HHL10]. Seeing
[PD17, SB12]. seen [WH08]. Segmentation [ECOG11]. Selection
[KPL+19, FSG09, HU11]. Selective [Can09]. Self [JLS+17, DRT07, RSPA+06, RFR09, RVSP09]. Self-Motion
[JLS+17, DRT07, RSPA+06, RFR09, RVSP09]. Self-motion
[KS10, BCR11, BSR11]. Selfness [BC12]. Selfering
[AAP13, TSC13, WBNF06]. Sensing [LZL17]. Sensation
[MC05, RVSP09, MRT10, BCR11, BSR11]. Sensory
[BS05]. Sensorimotor [PD17]. sensors [BWG12]. Sensory
[ARAP+18, YB04]. separation [SMI06]. Sequences
[CKW05, SLW+11]. Server
[SXSC15]. Sets
[WKM+17]. seven [BS05b]. seven-talker [BS05b]. sex [MJH+09]. Shadow
[HB14, KM17]. Shadow-based
[Kaw19]. Shape
[CA13, AASH+12, MJH+09, MJM+09, WBNF06]. Shapes
[CPVC19, KPDP19, JDR08]. Shared
[SXSC15, LPO09]. shear [DFZ+05]. Shine
[RTSW18]. Shinn
[SBS05]. Shinn-Cunningham
[SCS05]. shiny
[WBNF06]. Should
[FBT05]. sight
[MLK+06]. Sighted
[RL17, RSM+15]. Sign
[LZL17, TVR+11]. Signals
[BCD15, NJS06]. significant
[ACMS10]. similar
[SCRTW05]. similarities
[WNW+07]. similarity
[CKW06, NG06]. Simple
[JWA19]. Simplified
[HHO05]. simplify
[MP09]. Simpson
[BS05a]. simulated
[ENC+08, McN06, VVH10]. Simulating
[BSPB10, MGVM16, PHRE15, LBT08, TSC13]. simulation
[RFR09]. simulations
[MRT+10]. Simultaneity
[KBL14]. Simultaneous
[KBL+06]. Single
[MGM12]. Single-trial
[MGM12]. Situations
[MGVM16]. Size
[CKAD18, JDKN18, JSCR+15, LBT08, OR04]. Sketch
[CPVC19]. Sketching
[WBNF06]. skin
[JSG09, KWI09, LPHL05]. slip
[WMVO06]. Smart
[KDCM15]. Smiles
[TCP+14]. Sneaking
[KHW+15]. social
[VSCM12]. Soft
[HB14]. Soft-Shadow
[MGM12]. Softness
[LLBM15]. sonic
[FC05, BC05]. Sonically
[Bre05, BC05]. Sonically-enhanced
[Bre05]. Sonification
[WK05b, AASH+12, FM05, FTB05, FBT05, HR05a, HR05b]. Sound
[GBK17, CBB+14, GDPB13, KW05, MR18, BGW11, FBT05, LPEP12, NGJT13, vdD05a]. sounds
[MAYKM13, MC05, RVSP09, TSC13, vdD05b]. Source
[CBB+14]. Space
[Fau17, KPB+13, KCS17, KSLM15, GLT05b, JSG09, KWSS08, WP10, WAEG06]. Spatial
[GBLR10, HOH15, MGM16, SCS05, TCP+14, BS05b, GMT09, HBW11, LPEP12, MBCW10, MLK+06, RVB05, RTPG11, SCSG05, WNW+07]. spatialization
[MM13]. spatialized
[BGW11]. spatiotemporal
[KPSL10]. speakers
[RPH10]. Special
[BT16, FL09, HC19, KMS15, RK18, GS13, HE05, MB10, MS12]. specification
[EM05b]. spectral
[HVM06]. specular
[WBNF06]. speech
[BS05b, BS05a]. speed
[LBT08, LSR13]. spoken
[YB04]. Spontaneous
[TCP+14]. Sport
[GFD+15]. Stabilization
[KK19]. standard
[FBT05]. standing
[APP07]. states
[KWI09, MBCW10]. Static
[BGK17, KFS16]. Statistics
[BCS17].
steering [KBL+06]. steganography
[WMS08]. Step [DRT07]. Stepping
[LRB15, TSC13]. Stereo
[KRV+14, RSM+15, CLR12, WP10].
Stereographs [ZOH+15]. Stereoscopic
[AW15, AWR18, HOH15, MMSO15, SWA14,
WPDH14, CA13, LFM12, SDBRC13, SMI06].
Stewart [BSPB10]. Stimulation
[LWK18, VSCM12]. Stimuli
[IOYK19, BMGC05, TGT+09]. stochastic
[MC05]. stochastic-based [MC05]. strain
[LFM12]. Strategies [BMB19, RNLH16].
strategy [LXXB10]. Streaming [BMB19].
streams [ECOG11]. Stress [LZL+18].
Stress-Induced [LZL+18]. structure
[JSOH08, WP10]. Structures [AWR18].
Strutting [KHW+15]. Studies
[BOK10, MMSO15, VA05]. Study
[ARAP+18, DK19, GFD+15, HBM+14,
ENC+08, LBT08, LPHL05, MO09a, PDZ05].
Stylization [CSUN05]. stylized [WBC+07].
Subconscious [VCA16]. Subjective
[GVC+17, RTSW18, VSCM12]. subjects
[APP07, RBCK12]. subpixel [GTAE04].
Substitution [ARAP+18]. subtle [MBG09].
sufficient [RVB05]. suggesting [RFR09].
Summary [BCS17]. Supernumerary
[RHV+19]. supervised [LXXB10]. Support
[Mshlr16, WB04]. Surface
[BSH18, MMS13, KSM+05]. surfaces
[CWT+05, WBNF06]. surrealism
[SMO+10]. survey [FRC10]. symmetric
[SM06]. synchronization [CST+10].
synthesis [MAYKM13, WH08]. synthesizes
[JDR08, MC05]. Synthesized [MR18].
synthetic [OR04]. System
[KHH17, WKM+17, VGBF10]. systems
[FRC10, HU11].

Tablet [PD17, TG19]. Tactile
[BSH18, IOYK19, PTP14, WH08, DFZ+05,
RTPG11, WMV005]. tagging [MP09].
Takala [GLT05a]. talker [BS05b]. Talking
[CMR+05, LCC15, MEDO09]. targeted
[BOK10]. Task
[HHNP19, BGW11, Can09, MBG09].
task-facilitation [BGW11]. tasks
[AMR06, GTAE04, HHL10, NW08, NVW13,
OAD+12]. Technique
[KFSN16, FHC04, SI04, WMA12].
techniques [BMGC05, BBD+09].
Teleoperation [PTP14]. temperature
[KW109]. Temporal [TCP+14].
Temporally [KBL14]. ten [KW05]. Term
[SWA14]. terrains [TSC13]. Texture
[IOYK19, KHH17, FCH09]. Textured
[GVC+17]. Textures [BSH18, IOYK19,
HVM06, JDR08, KL06, LKTH06, TJJ+11].
their [FRC10]. theoretic [FSG09].
Thermal [SJH08, HJ07]. thin [CA13]. those
[NCVW10]. Three [TMM17, WM08].
thresholds [JWB12, VGBF10]. Throwing
[SCRTW05, VHB04]. time
[LPEP12, LFM12, LGZ+13, SAB07].
time-frequency [LPEP12].
time-to-contact [SAB07]. Together
[JOY+18]. Tolerance [AW15]. Tone
[GBA17, AR08, AG06, GB08].
tone-mapping [AG06, GB08].
tone-reproduction [AR08]. Tool
[FER19, BC05]. tools [P108]. Top [MG16].
Top-Down [MG16]. torque [VGBF10].
Touch [KBL14]. Touch-Feedback [KBL14].
Touchscreen [KBL14, TG19]. trackers
[MP09]. tracking [AMR06, LME10]. traffic
[BGW11, PCK08]. training [LPO09].
transfer [MBCW10]. transit [BGW12].
Transition [KDS+15]. transitions
[MFO09a, TSK+13]. Translucent [FB05].
Transparency [Fau17, Kav09, PTP14].
transparent [CA13]. Transport [KPD19].
travel [BB13, FLKB07]. treadmill
[LBWP07, MTCR+07, SGF+10].
treadmill-based [MTCR+07]. trend
[NW08]. trend-identification [NW08].
trial [MG12]. triggering [RVB05].
trimming [MO09b]. Tuning
[SCM18, MO09b]. tunnel [APP07]. Two
two-dimensional [WMV005]. Type [ZHRM15]. typicality [SVHS06].


undulation [KSM05]. unified [FSG09].

Uniform [Fau17, FCH07]. Unobtrusive [GATM18]. unstructured [MO09b].

updating [RVB05]. upper [BOK10]. upper-limb [BOK10]. Urban [AL15]. Use [BGK17, PD17, AZ10]. used [HFJS09, JDR08].


Villain [KHW15]. Virtual [ASG18, APLK17, BSHW14, BB13, BSH18, BYB18, EBPJ16, HHN0P19, JLS17, JOY18, JKB17, JDKN18, JSR15, KBL14, KCK18, KKC19, KSLM15, LDDR18, LRB15, RBC14, RSM15, RRM16, SXCS15, WTWN16, ZHRM15, ZM19, APP07, AC11, BGW11, BSVD10, BS05a, CWT05, EPO11, FF07, FCH07, FLKB07, GLR10, GNP10, HBW11, JWB12, KSS12, KBP16, KCR08, LPE12, LKTH06, LPHL05, LPO09, LBPW07, LSRS10, MBCW10, MJH09, MC05, MTCR07, MRT10, NAB11, NZG11, PK07, PKCR05, RBCK12, RSA06, RVSP09, RPH10, RDL1804, RVB13, SCRTW05, SAB07, SFG10, SGS11, VSCM12, WAEG06, WCCRT09, WNW07, WBN11]. viscosity [LKV06]. visibility [GB08, YCK09]. Vision [KRV14, LWK18, APP07, Can09]. Visual [ABK15, BCS17, BSHW14, BBE16, DCR06, FWN14, GATM18, GVC17, HHN0P19, JWA19, JLS17, KKC19, KM17, LSL17, MD05, MGVM16, NTKA12, PHRE15, RVB05, SGHL19, Ste15, SS19, VSK17, WMS08, AMR06, BSH06, BSVD10, CKWB06, DBS09, ENC08, FLKB07, FRC10, GLT05b, HMS09, HCS10, HS12, Lax09, LGZ13, LP06, McN06, MTCR07, PI08, RLV10, RBCK12, RDF11, RTPG11, SBR07, SMS13, TG19, TJS11, VCR08, WMA12]. Visualization [FL09, EML13, HS12, HWSS08, LPR06, LGZ13, VCR08, YBC13]. Visualizations [KDP19, KPSL10]. Visualizing [WM08]. Visually [ACHS10, RL17, RVSP09]. visually-induced [RVSP09]. Visuo [EBPJ16]. Visuo-Haptic [EBPJ16]. Visuomotor [KSLM15]. visuospatial [ZAAC12]. Vive [KCS17, KKC19]. Voice [OEM06, CST10]. Volume [LME10, MW15, BBD09]. Voluntary

VSCM12. vs [SNW16].

validation [CKWB06]. Value [LZL17]. variations [TGJ08]. varying [LTH06].

Vascular [LZL18]. vection [RSPA06, RVSP09]. Vehicle [BBE16].

Verbal [AON17, GLR10, NAB11, ZNWK12]. verbal- [ZNW12]. Verification [KHKJ13]. Versus [MW15, KWS08, SCRTW05, VSBW07].

Vertical [JKB17]. Vertices [CPV09]. via [DFZ05, KHNP15, PCK08, RKS16].

vibrational [RFR09]. Vibrations [SCM18].

Vibrotactile [IOYK19, LSRR13, VVJD05].

Vickers [Vic05]. Video [CKWB05, FKM17, HAHG17, NOSS17, TKK13]. Videos [TMM17, MGM12]. View [CKAD18, JKB17, SDW05, SB12, WCCRT09].
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